
12K scissor

WHEEL ALIGNMENT lift

ENGINEERING UNLEASHED™



Lifting Capacity 12,000 lbs.  |  5,443 kg
Confi guration Open Front
Overall Width 90”  |  229cm
Overall Height 70”  |  178cm
Max Lifting Height 70”  |  178cm
Lifting Time 95 seconds
Power Requirements 230V 60Hz 1Ph 20A 2HP | 1.5kW
Air Supply Required 90-140 PSI @ 5-10 CFM
Minimum Recommended Bay Size (WxL) 15’x25’  |  457x762cm

technical specifi cations

Turn Plates, Jack Beam, Rollback Kit, Pullout Step, 14K Steel Line 
Cover Kit

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Drive Through Kit Surface Mount (EAK0299T31A)
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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Surface Mount EELR709APKG
Flush Mount EELR724APKG

The Hofmann® 12k Scissor alignment lift stands as a testament to both engineering expertise and automotive service efficiency. 
With its 12,000-pound load-bearing capacity, this lift is synonymous of ruggedness and durability. Its open-front design redefines 
accessibility standards, granting mechanics and technicians unfettered access to alignment service and calibration areas. 
This ergonomic and intuitive layout not only enhances productivity but also ensures precise alignment work, making it an 
indispensable asset in the modern automotive service workshop.

ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

12K scissor

Maximize workspace space with a flush mount installation that seamlessly 
integrates into your shop and discreetly retracts into the floor when not in use. 
Surface mount installations are cost-effective and known for their stability, 
low profile, ease of use, and reliability, making them valuable tools in any 
automotive repair shop.

A sturdy, high-strength steel rod supports 
steady vertical motion during operational 
procedures.

Approach ramps extend to a generous 87 
inches to accommodate vehicles with a low 
profile, and they retract to a compact 35 inches 
when not in active use, to optimize space 
efficiency.

Enhance your lift’s functionality by adding an 
additional set of ramps, enabling vehicles to 
exit from the front without the need for reverse 
maneuvering.

Flush or Surface Mount

Integrated Rear Synchronization Bar Retractable RampsDrive-Through Option
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